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CONFIRMS RESILIENCE OF  
ENCRYPTED DEVICES WITH 
ITRINEGY SOFTWARE-DEFINED  
TEST NETWORKS

Founded in 1978, Sectra develops products and 
services that protect some of society’s most 
sensitive information and communications. The 
company offering includes secure voice and 
data communications, with solutions certified 
at the national level and by the EU and NATO, 
as well as security analysis and monitoring of 
critical IT systems, such as electricity and water 
supply. An iTrinegy customer since 2014, Sectra 
incorporates iTrinegy’s Software-Defined Test 
Network technology into its product development 
and testing regime to verify the resilience of its 
encrypted telephony devices over networks.

Sectra’s encrypted telephony products and 
services are relied upon by government officials 
and diplomats to exchange sensitive information 
securely. Therefore, it is imperative that they 
undergo rigorous testing across a variety of 
networks, including satellite and mobile, in 
order to guarantee users achieve safe, effective 
communication with each other and that 
misunderstandings are avoided.   

To ensure these requirements are met, Sectra uses iTrinegy’s NE-ONE Enterprise network 
emulator to create realistic test networks in which to verify the robustness of their products 
in challenging network conditions. The NE-ONE Enterprise provides users with a safe, fully 
controllable test environment where the quality of different network parameters can be 
manipulated to reflect real-world situations. Products under test are subjected to a range 
of network experiences (good, average, poor) to determine their ability to operate in all 
circumstances. The types of networks that the NE-ONE Enterprise can replicate include WAN, 
Cloud, Satellite, Mobile and WiFi either as point-to-point links or as fully meshed multi-point 
environments. 

Sectra Test Leader, Andreas Ornberg explains how the NE-ONE Enterprise is used, “Our 
customers frequently have a satellite or a mobile connection or a combination of the two and 
we use NE-ONE Enterprise to test how our product works in bad examples of these types of 
network. We want to know that our products can work in the very worst scenarios; that the 
customers can still talk when full encryption is in operation between the connected devices. 
Our goal is to ensure secure, clear and reliable communication”.   

CASE STUDY

iTrinegy’s Network Emulators played a vital role in ensuring the 
transition went smoothly
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Sectra Tiger®/R is a hardened smartphone 
solution that can withstand eavesdropping and 

hacking attempts from the most resourceful 
parties in the world. 
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Sectra uses the NE-ONE Enterprise to control network parameters such as bandwidth, 
packet loss and jitter across different types of cellular and satellite networks in order to 
assess their impact on device performance. With typically very high latencies, due to the 
distances involved, it is the satellite links that present the greatest challenge but the NE-
ONE Enterprise is an ideal platform for recreating these environments in the test lab.    

Andreas continues, “ We are experts in our own field of encryption but what’s nice with 
your product is that we have a number of standard network profiles, which the iTrinegy 
Support team helped us create, that can be quickly selected as required during our release 
tests and now we have a very good set of simulated networks without knowing everything 
about networks”.

At present, much of Sectra’s testing is conducted manually but it is Andreas’s objective 
to introduce new testing technologies that helps achieve greater automation, in order 
to provide faster feedback to the product development team. With this in mind, he is 
looking forward to deploying the 2021 release of the NE-ONE Enterprise software which 
will include a powerful RESTful API and significantly enhance integration with the other 
test technologies Sectra are planning to introduce. The all new RESTful API will enable 
Andreas’s team to create, update and stop test scenarios and access product performance 
statistics via a standard API.      

While Sectra currently uses the NE-ONE Enterprise predominantly to stress test some of 
their encrypted products Andreas envisages that it could also help the company to conduct 
benchmarking of other products and services by running tests across all levels of network 
quality in order to ascertain their effective operating envelope.

iTrinegy looks forward to continuing its relationship with Sectra and helping the company 
deliver a realistic but cost-effective test environment. 
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The NE-ONE Enterprise Network Emulator range is available as either industry 
standard rack-mount hardware appliances or downloadable Virtual Appliances.  


